We present here a procedure for automatic determination of the aminoacid sequence of peptides by processing data obtained from mass spectrometry analysis. This is a basic and relevant problem in the field of proteomics. It furthermore carries an even higher conceptual and applicative interest in peptide research, as well as in other connected fields. The analysis does not rely on known protein data bases, but on computation of all aminoacid sequences compatible with the given spectral data. By formulating a mathematical model for such combinatorial problem, structural limitations of known methods are overcome, and efficient solution algorithms can be developed. Results are very encouraging both from the accuracy and from the computational points of view.
Introduction
The analysis of the aminoacid sequence of peptides and proteins is one of the most important and frequent issues in biological and medical research. This expecially holds after the conclusion of the Genome Project, which contributed to question the idea of a unique correspondence between genes and generated protein, opening the doors to the Proteoma Project. Indeed, "if the 1990s were the decade of genomics, the first ten years of the new century are set to become the decade of proteomics" [1] . A basic analysis in proteomics is the identification of proteins, that is their aminoacid sequence, and of possible changes of that sequence which might have occurred due to alternative splicing, post-translational modifications (glycosylation, phosphorylation, acetylation, methylation, etc.), or other possible causes. In particular, such protein analyses are generally achieved by dividing a protein molecule into its component peptides (via enzymatic digestion and subsequent fractionation with HPLC or capillary electrophoresis), and by analyzing such peptides. Thus, peptide sequencing arises as a fundamental step in protein identification. Afterwards, homology and alignment methods exist to build up the full sequence of a protein from the sequences of its peptides [2, 3] .
Besides being part of a protein identification problem, peptide sequencing has an importance on its own in a number of situations such as the study of unknown peptides, the research for new drugs and the synthesis of peptide-like active factors and peptides used in therapy (a number of hormones are peptides). Therefore, sequencing in itself clearly represents an essential issue in the field of peptide research, as well as in other connected fields.
Peptide sequencing has been initially achieved by biochemists by means of the Edman method [4, 5] , which may be implemented either manually or through the use of automatic instrumentations (protein sequenators). However, such a procedure has several drawbacks: in particular, it is difficult to apply whenever the material to be sequenced is only available in small quantities, or in the case the N-terminus of the peptide is blocked, or even when we are dealing with a mixture of peptides with similar chemico-physical features, so that they cannot be easily separated [6] . Furthermore, the Edman method calls for subjective experienced check of the resulting pattern against available data bases.
On the other side, mass spectrometry is now a widely used and well established approach to peptide sequencing. When applied to peptides or protein molecules, such technique gives the exact molecular weight of the full molecule, as well as those of its fragments possibly produced during the analysis [7] [8] [9] [10] . The study of the weight pattern in the spectrum provides clues toward the understanding of the peptide sequence [11] [12] [13] [14] . The sequencing can be further helped by the use of the so called mass spectrometry/mass spectrometry (MS/MS, or tandem mass) methodology [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . According to this procedure, a precursor ion, usually the protonated peptide generated by means of a suitable ionisation method, is selected and collided with non reactive gas molecules. This interaction leads to the fragmentation of the selected ion, and the collision-generated decomposition products undergo mass analysis. Therefore, all the fragments under analysis just refer to the selected precursor ion. This experiments can be performed by using different instrumental configurations, mainly triple quadrupole (QQQ), quadrupole time-of-flight (Q-TOF) and ion trap devices. Note that by using the second approach accurate mass measurements of either precursor or fragment ions can be obtained (so that their elemental composition can be determined), while the third method allows to perform multiple, sequential collision experiments (MS n ). A typical MS/MS spectrum, however, does not contain any direct reference to aminoacids, being a mere succession of peaks corresponding to different molecular weights. Further analysis is then requested, and generally performed as follows. To begin with, all peaks below a certain intensity are removed, being too noise-affected to be considered significant. After this, the higher molecular weight is assumed to be the one of the full peptidic complex under analysis, whereas the others correspond to the fragments of such peptide complex. The problem of extracting such significant peaks (hereinafter called peptide pattern) out of the whole of the spectral data is usually dealt with by some heuristic procedure (not described here) based on some a priori knowledge of the fragmentation process. As a matter of fact, peptides normally fragment in a predictable manner and luckily a major portion of these fragments forms discrete ion series directly related to the peptide sequence.
A classical peptide analysis uses MS/MS spectrometry patterns and check for peptide-specific weight patterns (peptide tags, or fragment fingerprints) against similar patterns available from data bases or virtually generated from known sequences by some fragmentation model or algorithm [15, 17, 20] . In this case candidate patterns are ranked by their distance from, or probability to fit with, the experimental ones. The whole procedure relies on data reported in the available data bases [21] [22] [23] .
The use of data bases clearly assumes that the protein (or the peptide) under investigation belongs to an already known set. But if this is not the case, or if our protein differs from a standard known form in that the sequence underwent one of the above mentioned modifications, alternative methods are required and direct identification is to be addressed. Direct peptide sequencing (also known as "de novo sequencing") is achieved by various recently available techniques. These procedures: (i) either look for continuous sequences of N-terminal and/or C-terminal fragments differing by just one aminoacid, which is therefore identified, or (ii) iteratively generate a large number of virtual sequences and evaluate the match of the corresponding (theoretical) mass patterns with the (actual) mass pattern of the peptide under investigation.
In both cases, the sequence can be uniquely obtained when the pattern contains the complete series of fragments. This, however, is often unlikely to occur. Indeed, the peptide usually does not break at every conjunction of aminoacids, and if the intensity of the hitting is increased, the peptide may break at locations which are not the conjunction of aminoacids. This makes the problem a very difficult one for existing de novo techniques 1 . We note that a non unique, or a partial, peptide sequence may still be considered satisfactory if the final goal is just the identification of the protein within a known data 1 base, possibly turning to an expert system or to some action of the human operator, to overcome the lack of information. Therefore, although the peptide sequencing problem arises in the case of protein identification and as a problem on its own, it has quite different features in the two cases.
In the case of protein identification: -there is always a data base in the background; -the task often is to acknowledge whether a given protein coincides with that usually synthesized by a specific tissue, or significantly differs from it because of some pathological behaviour, and in which percentage over a wide population;
-there is, as a consequence, the need for processing a large number of mass spectra, the use of scanning spectral data over various ranges, and the quest for high speed analysis methods;
-possibly non unique peptide sequences are ranked (statistically) according to their fit to the data.
On the contrary, if peptide sequencing is the central issue, then: -there is no well-established data base; -it is essential to identify the whole peptide sequence (or all possible sequences) with the highest possible accuracy;
-algorithms are therefore required to be accurate, rather than fast; -scanning is used to reduce background noise; -ranking of possible solutions is in terms of internal features (such as entropy, or likeliness of configurations).
It therefore exists a strong need for an analysis procedure for peptide sequencing, which overcomes the drawbacks and limits of the above mentioned methods, aimed at solving the protein identification problem, and plainly and accurately determining peptide sequences as such. Note that there could always be cases when the information contained in the spectrum is simply not enough to determine a unique sequence, because more than a sequence exists which perfectly fits such a spectrum.
Materials and Methods
An innovative analysis procedure for the determination of all possible sequences of a peptide by analyzing data obtained from raw mass spectrometry analysis is here described. The above is obtained by developing a mathematical model of the problem and by searching for all possible sequences of given components satisfying certain constraints. Such constraints are formalized and mathematically expressed. Due to the strong combinatorial nature of the problems, the search for the solutions is carried on by means of specialized branching techniques.
Development of the Mathematical Model
The mathematical model is defined through a set of decision variables, having values inside a given domain, and through a set of constraints on those variables. By denoting with n the number of possible aminoacids (e.g. 20) , by A = {1,2,…,n} the set of indices corresponding to such aminoacids in increasing weight order, by m the (unknown) number of aminoacid molecules contained in the analyzed peptide, and by B = {1,2,…,m} the set of indices corresponding to such aminoacid molecules ordered from the N-terminus to the C-terminus, the following set of binary (or Boolean) variables is used, with i ∈ A and j ∈ B.
x ij = 1 if the i-th aminoacid is in position j-th of the peptide, 0 otherwise These decision variables must be related through a set of constraints. The structure of such constraints contains our a priori knowledge of the fragmentation process (Fig.1) , while the numerical values are given by the available mass spectrometry data. Figure 1 . Classical fragmentation of a peptide chain. Protonation at the amine followed by cleavage at the peptide amide bond leaves an ammonium ion, called y-ion, which is a "C-terminal fragment" because the charge is retained on the C-terminus. Other C-terminal fragments are x-ions and zions, which are however less common. When instead the charge is retained on the carbonyl, an acylium ion is formed, called b-ion, which is an "N-terminal fragment". Other N-terminal fragments are a-ions and c-ions, which are again less common. Each ion has a weight depending on its components, according to the following criteria: a b-ion weights 1 plus the sum of its component aminoacids, each of which decreased by 18; an a-ion weights as the corresponding b-ion minus 28; a c-ion weights as the corresponding b-ion plus 17; a y-ion weights 19 plus the sum of its component aminoacids, each of which decreased by 18; an x-ion weights as the corresponding yion plus 26; a z-ion, finally, weights as the corresponding y-ion minus 16. Moreover, when a fragment retains more than one charge, the observed weight is a fraction of the actual ion weight.
Each peak of weight w in the spectrum can be due to the presence of one of the various "classical" types of fragment (a-ion, b-ion, c-ion, x-ion, y-ion, z-ion) having weight w, or to the presence of "additional" fragmentation (losses of small neutral molecules such as water, ammonia, carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, or breaking of a lateral chain; see also [24] ) of one of the above types of fragments having weight greater than w, or to the presence of a multicharged fragment having weight of a multiple of w, or even to the presence of some spurious component having weight w. One should also consider the presence of some noise peaks, even if they generally have low intensity values. Altogether, therefore, the scenario is tricky. We first remove, as customary, all peaks below a certain intensity, and, moreover, all peaks which cannot correspond to any possible "classical" fragment. After this step, the resulting sequence of peaks is considered, as follows. Denote, as usual, by MH + the heaviest peak, i.e. the observed weight of the overall peptide complex, and by p k all other remaining peaks, k ∈ P, which are assumed to be the weights of the fragments. Denote, moreover, by Maa i the molecular weight of the i-th aminoacid. For the only purpose of speeding up the constraint checking operation, molecular weights both for aminoacids and peptides will be approximated by integer numbers. As a matter of fact, our results in peptide sequencing show that such precision is largely adequate. There are of course no theoretical impediments to the use of an higher numeric precision in the described procedure. The constraint securing compatibility with the overall weight of the complex has the following structure (see e.g. [24, 25] ). 
Finally, constraints imposing that the sequence has exactly one aminoacid for each position j of the peptide are of the type:
Since b-ions and y-ions are by far the most common kind of fragments, we only look for such types of fragments in the spectrum. Our results confirm such assumption. The search can obviously be extended to other types of fragments, but this would require more computational time. Further information, such as the presence or the absence of some aminoacid, may sometimes be available. This corresponds to additional constraints on the values of the variables that are easily taken into account so as to speed up the search. We are interested in identifying all solutions of the described constrained problem. Due to the possible presence of the above mentioned "unusual" fragment, it may frequently happen that a set of constraints does not admit any feasible solution. For this reason, the procedure accepts a value t called mismatch number. An aminoacid sequence is defined a solution to the sequencing problem if and only if, for each peak p k , with k ∈ P, except at most t values, there is one of the above defined constraints which is verified.
The Solution Algorithm
In order to obtain such solutions, search techniques based on branching are used [26] . Such techniques rely on systematic and recursive partitioning of the space in regions which are easier to be explored. This is achieved by progressively fixing values for the x variables within their binary domain {0,1}, thus generating subproblems with progressively decreasing dimensions. The search evolution may then be represented through a search tree. Each node of the branch tree corresponds to a partial solution, given by the fixings performed on the path from the root of the search tree up to the current node. However, for the described problems, the number of possible vectors x is enormously large, and exponentially increasing in the size of the problem [27] . So would therefore be the time needed to generate all of them (for example, there are more then 100 billions of different aminoacid sequences having the same weight of 1000 D). To speed up the listing, those search tree branches which do not yield solutions are not to be explored. This means checking whether the current branch of the search tree corresponds to a partial solution not respecting more than t constraints. Since such check can be computationally heavy when considering the whole set of constraints, only some of them are generated and tested, under suitable conditions, at each node of the search tree, thus developing an innovative specialized algorithm inspired by techniques of delayed row generation [28] .
This algorithm has been conveniently implemented in the C++ language and runs on a standard PC. Solution times are of the order of tenths of seconds for complexes up to MH + = 1000 D. Heavier complexes may anyway be solved in short time in those cases when some additional information is available (for instance, the weights of all possible fragments, or the composition of some fragments). The solutions are ordered lexicographically by the molecular weights of the components, modulo a permutation, thus allowing an easy search in the case the number of possible solutions is large.
Results
Results of analysis on raw MS/MS spectra are presented in Figs. 2 and 3 . In the former case, information contained in the spectrum is enough to determine a unique sequence. In the latter case, on the contrary, the spectrum does not contain enough information for the determination of a unique sequence, and, by progressively increasing the number of acceptable mismatches, four solutions are found. Fig. 4 , finally, shows how, by increasing the quantity of available information (i.e., by considering more peaks of the spectrum), the number of possible sequences decreases until obtaining a unique sequence. Further experimental results for sequencing problems are briefly reported and commented in Tables  1 -6 (f) The algorithm accounts for spurious components of the spectrum due, for instance, to "unusual" breaking down of the aminoacid chain, multicharged fragments, satellite peaks or peaks too close to each other.
(g) The algorithm easily incorporates (and, by doing that, it advantageously saves time since it reduces the number of possible sequences) any other information that happens to be available, such as for instance: known presence and/or absence of given aminoacids, or of given subsequences of them; known N-or C-origin of a given fragment; results from previous sequencing attempts.
(h) For a relatively large peptide, the number of possible sequences identified by our method may well turn out to be very large if the fragmentation from MS/MS analysis has been incomplete. However, this number may be considerably decreased (until just one sequence results) by reprocessing the largest fragments by means of the proposed procedure.
A few additional comments are worthy for further research work:
(a) The number of significant digits used to denote the weight location of the mass spectrometry peaks deserves some attention. It is known that the equivalent mass involved in the bindings leads to non integer values for the aminoacid weights. In addition, the existence of different isotopes introduces averaging problems. Indeed, there are weight tables which report up to six significant decimal digits. The basic question however is whether the accuracy and the stability of the actual analysis equipments is able to tackle with such detailed numerical representation in a significant way.
(b) In the case no solution is found by using a low mismatch number, one possible strategy is adding other components to the basic elements one wish to identify in the peptide sequence. An alternative strategy might be to leave a number of mismatched peaks out of the first analysis, and subsequently to resubmit them to further analysis in order to possibly identify them, for instance, as terminals of different types, or as peaks belonging to the pattern of a different molecule.
(c) The procedure used to extract the considered peptide pattern out of the spectrum has to be carefully designed. One might cut everything which falls below a certain threshold, or a certain percentage of the highest peak, or even adopt different strategies over different weight ranges. But one should keep in mind that cutting an informative peak as noisy leads to loss of information and possibly to non uniqueness of the achieved sequence. On the contrary, assuming as informative a peak brought into the considered pattern by mere noise may lead to a radical (erroneous) modification of the sequence we arrive at. Table 2 General Description: Molecular model of a native peptide isolated from bovine seminal plasma and involved in the control of steroidogenesis "in vitro". Asn-OH pGlu Table 3 General Description: The H-Gly-Gly-Leu-Phe-Gly-Gly-Ala-Gly-OH synthetic peptide has been subjected to MS/MS analysis. Mass spectrometer: LCQ-MS THERMOQUEST / ESI-ION trap. Collision energy 17 Kev
Considered Mass Peaks:
635 521 432 375 261 228 147 Table 4 General Description: The H-Gly-Gly-Leu-Phe-Gly-Gly-Ala-Gly-OH synthetic peptide has been subjected to MS/MS analysis. 
Result:
H-Gly-Gly-Leu-Phe-Gly-Gly-Ala-Gly-OH
Comments:
The higher collision energy produces more fragments. The analysis of such data with zero mismatches does not gives solution. With two mismatches an unique solution is obtained. Table 5 General Description: Molecular model of a peptide fraction purified from bovine spermatozoa. Mass spectrometer: LCQ-MS THERMOQUEST / ESI-ION trap. Table 6 General Description MS/MS spectral data of a Tyr phosphorylated peptide were analyzed (from [29] ). This peptide contains two modified aminoacids: acetylated aspartic acid (Ac-Asp) and phospotyrosine (Tyr(P)): Ac-Asp-Tyr(P)-Val-Pro-Met-Leu-OH. The molecular weights of Ac-Asp (158) and Tyr(P) (243) have therefore been added to the possible peptide components. Mass spectrometer: BRUKER ESQUIRE-LC ESI QIT. 
Considered Mass Peaks:

Considered
